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Introduction
The textiles from the Boston Central Artery/ Tunnel Project Cross Street Backlot site (BOS HA-13) are the first 17th-century archaeological textiles from a Colonial New England city to be available for study (Ordonez and Welters 1995) .
The 161 fragments provide graphic evidence of textiles described in primary sources and costume histories. Representing a wide variety of 17th century textiles, fragments came from 82 differ ent fabrics and 20 yarns. Classifications are listed in Table  1 and discussed by section. Table 2 shows the distribution of the textiles in the privy.
Silk filaments make up fabrics, threads, and ribbons. Thirteen different wool fabrics are quite varied. Some of the most in teresting fabrics are mixtures of silk with wool, silk mixed with another fiber which has de graded, and mineralized cotton fabrics and bast yarns.
Silk Fabrics
The woven silk fabrics which compose the largest group of fragments represent all six Har ris Number strata (Heck and Balicki, this vol ume) in which textiles occurred. Two-thirds of the silk fabrics are unbalanced plain weaves with a higher number of warp yarns than weft. This imbalance plus the large size of the filling yarns produces a horizontal rib. The prominence of this rib varies from slight to pronounced and is the characteristic that helps tie contemporary names to the fabrics. Many of the silk fabrics are taffeta, often used for women's gowns, hoods, and aprons ( Figure 1 ). Merchants in the 17th century called such high gloss silks, lustring (Kerridge 1985:129-130 oversewing stitches that vary in closeness and direction of stitch (Grimm 1993:30) . Besides the edge bindings discussed earlier, hems also finished edges. Ten wool and silk fragments have narrow hems along one or more edges. In most the edges are turned twice. One edge is turned three times, and one is a rolled hem. Most of the hems are sewn with a hem ming stitch; three have an overcast stitch that encircles the hem (Grimm 1993:21, 28 fragments was a decorative yarn sewn to an edge of the ribbons in Figure 9 . This rich trim has a narrow metal strip wrapped in a Z-direction around a silk core yarn. Ribbons of complex constructions include one with a satin stripe, four figure weaves, and one unusual float weave (Emery 1993:116-117 )( Figure   13 ). The two patterned ribbons sewn together at right angles in Figure 9 probably trimmed a gar Other wool fabrics from the privy have quite large yarns, which combined with extensive full ing make a very compact fabric as the one in Figure 7 . Fulling is a finish that shrinks the fabric, obscuring the woven structure. The privy's fulled wools are much thicker than those from 17th-century burials of the Narragansett In Equally intriguing are four fabrics that looked like a group of pink and cream-colored, tangled yarns.
Silk warp and weft yarns remain in groups of four or six with unfilled spaces be tween when the fabric is opened up as in Figure 16 . Crimps in the yarns floating across the unwoven spaces indicate that additional warp and weft yarns had once been part of the woven structure. The missing yarns could have been cellulosic?cotton or linen?degraded by the privy environment.
These silk and cellulosic combinations were expensive fabrics like the silk and wool mixtures.
Mineralized Cotton Fabrics
Six plain-weave cotton fragments survived be cause they are partially mineralized. Mineralized textiles are called pseudomorphs?literally "false forms"?formed when mineral compounds replace the organic elements or when a cast is formed around the original textile fibers. Textile pseudo morphs are a rare phenomenon, but cotton pseudomorphs are even rarer than those of wool. Numerous wool pseudomorphs occurred in both Mashantucket Pequot and Narragansett burials (Coho 1993; Welters et al. 1996:219-221) .
Cotton was a high-status fiber in the 17th cen tury. After the East India trade commenced around 1600, a large variety of cotton cloths became available to Europeans. Merchants' records show they were imported into Boston in the second half of the 17th century (Baumgarten 1975:230-233) .
Cotton calico was used for men's and boys' shirts and drawers plus women's and girls' shifts although linen was much more common for innerwear of all classes (Trautman 1989:55, 58-59, 61) . No linen fabrics survived in the privy. Cotton fabrics also sur vived in the Narragansett Indian site (Welters et al. 1996:222) . The yarn sizes and yarn counts of those are quite similar to the mineralized Boston cotton, but the direction of spin differs.
Mineralized Bast-fiber Yarns Accidentally dropping garments or accessories in the privy is a very plausible speculation. Adults or children, especially unsupervised ones, could knock or drop an item into the hole in the privy house. This is a probable explanation con sidering the number of children in the family and the number of expensive fabrics that normally would not be thrown away.
In general, the types of fabrics in the privy are indicative of a family of "gentle" status. The 17th century was one of the most excessive in costume history and has been termed the century of ribbons, bows, and lace. Throughout most of the century, the Massachusetts Bay Colony regu lated dress through sumptuary laws, which at tempted to moderate excessive fashions and pre vent servants and laborers from wearing the trap pings of the gentry. The first law was passed in 1634, then re-enacted and expanded numerous times. In 1651 the General Court divided soci ety into those with estates valued above ?200 and those under ?200 (Fischer 1989:141-143; Trautman 1989:52-53) .
Specific articles of cloth, fabrics, and trims were allowed persons of high standing. The privilege of wearing gold or silver lace and but tons, points (ties) at the knee, great boots, and new fashions was accorded to gentlemen.
Gentlewomen were allowed silk and tiffany hoods, scarves, bone lace costing above two shil lings per yard, and new fashions. Court records in Cambridge, Massachusetts reveal that wearing silk hoods by women of lower rank was one of the most frequent offenses along with the "addi tion of superfluous ribbons, both on hair and apparel" (Trautman 1989:53) . Evidence of many of these fashions came from the Cross Street privy, which has provided unparalleled examples of 17th-century textiles and costumes.
These unique textiles exemplify urban life in Colonial New England.
The fragments of silk fabrics and ribbons, wools, mixtures, and miner alized cellulosics plus evidence of sewing tech niques give 20th-century viewers a glimpse of a fashionably dressed Boston family of 300 years ago. Their apparel from head to toe is repre sented in these fabrics for hoods, dresses, under clothes, coats, breeches, and stockings.
